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Learn to identify Michigan trees with this handy field guide, organized by leaf type and
attachment.With this famous field guide by award-winning author and naturalist Stan Tekiela,
you can make tree identification simple, informative, and productive. There’s no need to look
through dozens of photos of trees that don’t grow in Michigan. Learn about 105 species found in
the state, organized by leaf type and attachment. Just look at a tree’s leaves, then go to the
correct section to learn what it is. Fact-filled information contains the particulars that you want to
know, while full-page photographs provide the visual detail needed for accurate
identification.Book Features105 species: Every native tree plus common non-nativesEasy to
use: Thumb tabs show leaf type and attachmentCompare feature: Decide between look-
alikesStan’s Notes: Naturalist tidbits and factsProfessional photos: Crisp, stunning full-page
imagesThis new edition includes updated photographs; expanded information; a Quick
Compare section for leaves, needles, and silhouettes; and even more of Stan’s expert insights.
So grab Trees of Michigan Field Guide for your next outing—to help ensure that you positively
identify the trees that you see.



Trees that have single needlesTrees that have clustered needlesTrees that have scaly
needlesTrees that have simple, oppositely attached leavesTrees that have simple, alternately
attached leavesTrees that have lobed, oppositely attached leavesTrees that have lobed,
alternately attached leavesTrees that have compound, oppositely attached leavesTrees that
have compound, alternately attached leavesTrees that have twice compound, alternately
attached leavesTrees that have palmate compound, oppositely attached leaves
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MICHIGAN AND TREESMichigan is a great place for anyone interested in trees. With Trees of



Michigan Field Guide, you’ll be able to quickly identify 105 of the most common trees in Michigan
—nearly all of which are native to the state. This guide also includes a number of common non-
native trees that have been naturalized in Michigan. This book makes no attempt to identify
cultivated or nursery trees.Because this book is a unique all-photographic guide just for
Michigan, you won’t have to page through photographs of trees that don’t grow in the state or
attempt to identify live trees by studying black-and-white line drawings.WHAT IS A TREE?For
the purposes of this book, a tree is defined as a large woody perennial plant, usually with a
single erect trunk, standing at least 15 feet (4.5 m) tall, with a well-defined crown. Trees of
Michigan Field Guide helps you observe some basic characteristics of trees so you can identify
different species confidently.HOW THIS BOOK IS ORGANIZEDTo identify a tree, you’ll want to
start by looking at the thumb tabs in the upper right-hand corner of the text pages. These tabs
define the sections of the book. They combine several identifying features of a tree—main
category, needle or leaf type, and attachment—into one icon.It’s possible to identify trees using
this field guide without learning about categories, leaf types, and attachments. Simply flip
through the pages to match your sample to the features depicted on the thumb tabs. Once you
find the correct section, use the photos to find your tree. Or you may want to learn more about
the features of trees in a methodical way, using the following steps to narrow your choices to just
a few photos.1. First, determine the appropriate section and find the right icon by asking these
questions: Is the tree coniferous or deciduous? If it’s a conifer, are the needles single, clustered,
or scaly? If it’s deciduous, is the leaf type simple, lobed, or compound, and do leaves attach to
twigs in an opposite or alternate pattern?2. Next, simply browse through the photos in that
section to find your tree. Or, to further narrow your choices, use the icon in the lower right-hand
corner of the text pages. These icons are grouped by the general shape of the needle or leaf and
increase in size as the average size of the needle or leaf increases.3. Finally, by examining the
full-page photos of needles or leaves, studying the inset photos of bark, flowers, fruit, or other
special features, and considering information on text pages, you should be able to confidently
identify the tree.While these steps briefly summarize how you can use this book, it is quite
helpful to learn more about how the sections are grouped by reading the Identification Step-by-
Step section.IDENTIFICATION STEP-BY-STEPConifer or DeciduousTrees in this field guide are
first grouped into two main categories that consist of 16 conifers and 89 deciduous trees.Trees
with evergreen needles that remain on branches year-round and have seeds in cones are
conifers. Some examples of these are pines and spruces. The only exception in this main
category is the Tamarack, a conifer that behaves like a deciduous tree, shedding its needles in
autumn. Trees with broad flat leaves that fall off their branches each autumn are deciduous.
Some examples of these are oaks and maples.You will see by looking at the thumb tabs that
trees with needles (conifers) are shown in the first sections of the book, followed by trees with
leaves (deciduous).Needle or Leaf TypeCONIFER GROUP: SINGLE, CLUSTERED, OR SCALY
NEEDLESIf the tree is a conifer, the next step is to distinguish among single, clustered, and
scaly needles. Begin by checking the number of needles that arise from one point. If you see



only one needle arising from one point, look in the single-needle section. Conifers with single
needles are shown first. If there are at least two needles arising from one point, turn to the
clustered-needles section. This second section is organized by the number of needles in a
cluster. If you are trying to identify needles that overlap each other and have a scale-like
appearance unlike the other needles, you will find this type in the scaly-needles
section.DECIDUOUS GROUP: SIMPLE, LOBED, OR COMPOUND LEAVESIf the tree is
deciduous, the next step is to determine the leaf type. Many of the simple leaves have a basic
shape such as oval, round, oblong, or triangular. Other simple leaves are lobed, identified by
noticeable indentations along their edges. Simple leaves without lobes are grouped first,
followed by the lobed-leaf groups.If a leaf is composed of smaller leaflets growing along a single
stalk, you’ll find this type in the compound-leaf sections. When a leaf has small leaflets growing
along the edge of a thinner secondary stalk, which is in turn attached to a thicker main stalk,
check the twice-compound section. If the leaf has leaflets emerging from a common central
point at the end of a leafstalk, look in the palmate-compound section.Leaf AttachmentFor
deciduous trees, once you have determined the appropriate leaf type, give special attention to
the pattern in which the leaves are attached to the twig. Trees with leaves that attach directly
opposite of each other on a twig are grouped first in each section, followed by trees with leaves
that attach alternately. The thumb tabs are labeled “opposite” or “alternate” to reflect the
attachment group. All the above features—main category, needle or leaf, type, and attachment—
are depicted in one icon for easy use.Needle or Leaf SizeOnce you have found the correct
section by using the thumb tabs, note that the section is further loosely organized by needle or
leaf size from small to large. Size is depicted in the needle or leaf icon located in the lower right-
hand corner of text pages. This icon also reflects the shape of the needle or leaf. For example,
the icon for the Amur Maple, which has a leaf size of 2–4 inches, is smaller than the icon for the
Norway Maple, with a leaf size of 5–7 inches. Measurement of any deciduous leaf extends from
the base of the leaf (excluding the leafstalk) to the tip.Using Photos and Icons to Confirm the
IdentityAfter using the thumb tabs to narrow your choices, the last step is to confirm the tree’s
identity. First, compare the full-page photo of the leaves and twigs to be sure they look similar.
Next, study the color and texture of the bark, and compare it to the inset photo. Then consider
the information given about the habitat and range.Sometimes, however, it is a special
characteristic, such as flowers, fruit or thorns (described and/or pictured), that is an even better
indicator of the identity. In general, if it’s spring, check for flowers. During summer, look for fruit. In
autumn, note the fall color.Another icon is also included for each species to show the overall
shape of the average mature tree, and how its height compares with a two-story house. For trees
with an average height of more than 5 feet (15 m), this icon is shown on a slightly smaller
scale.STAN’S NOTESStan’s Notes is fun and fact-filled with many gee-whiz tidbits of interesting
information such as historical uses, other common names, and much more. Most information
given in this descriptive section cannot be found in other tree field guides.CAUTIONIn Stan’s
Notes, it’s occasionally mentioned that parts of some trees were used for medicine or food.



While some find this interesting, DO NOT use this field guide to identify edible or medicinal
trees. Certain trees in the state have toxic properties or poisonous look-alikes that can cause
severe problems. Do not take the chance of making a mistake. Please enjoy the trees of
Michigan with your eyes, nose, or camera. In addition, please don’t pull off leaves or cut
branches or attempt to transplant any trees. Nearly all of the trees you will see are available at
your local garden centers. These trees have been cultivated and have not been uprooted from
the wild. Trees are an important part of our natural environment, and leaving a healthy tree
unharmed will do a great deal to help keep Michigan the wondrous place it is.Enjoy the Trees!
Stan LEAF BASICSIt’s easier to identify trees and communicate about them when you know the
names of the different parts of a leaf. For instance, it is more effective to use the word sinus to
indicate an indentation on an edge of a leaf than to try to describe it.The following illustrations
show coniferous needles in cross section and the basic parts of deciduous leaves. The simple/
lobed-leaf and compound-leaf illustrations are composites of leaves and should not be confused
with any actual leaf of a real tree.Needle Cross SectionsSimple/Lobed LeafCompound Leaf

FINDING YOUR TREE IN A SECTIONConifer single needle (pg. 3–15) clustered needles (pg.
17–29) scaly needles (pg. 31–33)Deciduoussimple leaf simple (no lobes) opposite (pg. 35–43)
alternate (pg. 45–131) lobed opposite (pg. 133–145) alternate (pg. 147–163)compound leaf
compound opposite (pg. 165–175) alternate (pg. 177–203) twice compound alternate (pg. 205–
207) palmate compound opposite (pg. 209–211) The smaller needles and leaves tend to be
toward the front of each section, while larger sizes can be found toward the back. Check the icon
in the lower right corner of text pages to compare relative shape.SILHOUETTE QUICK
COMPARESTo quickly narrow down which mature tree you’ve found, compare its rough outline
with the samples found here. For a sense of scale, we’ve included the tree’s height range
compared with a drawing of a typical U.S. house. Obviously, tree heights and general shapes
can vary significantly across individuals, but this should help you rule out some possible options,
hopefully pointing you in the right direction. Once you’ve found a possible match, turn to the
specified page and confirm or rule it out by examining the photos of bark and leaves and the
accompanying text. CommonPrickly-ash5–15'pg. 183Poison Sumac5–20'pg. 193American
Plum10–15'pg. 89Wild Apple10–15'pg. 71Crab Apple10–20'pg. 69EuropeanBuckthorn10–20'pg.
35Juneberry10–20'pg. 73Nannyberry10–20'pg. 41Pussy Willow10–20'pg.
81RoundleafServiceberry10–20'pg. 75Russian-olive10–20'pg. 101Smooth Sumac10–20'pg.
195StaghornSumac10–20'pg. 197Pin Cherry10–30'pg. 93White Mulberry10–30'pg. 87Amur
Maple15–20'pg. 133Canada Plum15–20'pg. 91Blue Beech15–25'pg. 111Eastern Redbud15–
25'pg. 119EuropeanMountain-ash15–25'pg. 179Hawthorn15–25'pg. 103Speckled Alder15–
25'pg. 109AmericanMountain-ash15–30'pg. 181Choke Cherry15–35'pg.
95AmericanBladdernut20–25'pg. 167CommonHoptree20–25'pg. 177Eastern Wahoo20–25'pg.
39EasternFloweringDogwood20–30'pg. 37MountainMaple20–30'pg. 135Pawpaw20–30'pg.
129Red Mulberry20–30'pg. 85Witch-hazel20–30'pg. 121Ironwood20–40'pg. 107Ohio



Buckeye20–40'pg. 211Jack Pine20–50'pg. 17Alternate-leafDogwood25–35'pg. 115Laurel
Willow25–45'pg. 79Black Spruce25–50'pg. 5EasternRedcedar25–50'pg.
31EasternWhitecedar25–50'pg. 33Amur Cork-tree30–50'pg. 169Black Locust30–50'pg.
199Boxelder30–50'pg. 165Siberian Elm30–50'pg. 45Sassafras30–60'pg. 149Scotch Pine30–
80'pg. 19Black Ash40–50'pg. 175Austrian Pine40–60'pg. 21Black Oak40–60'pg. 159Black
Willow40–60'pg. 83Butternut40–60'pg. 203ColoradoSpruce40–60'pg. 7EasternHemlock40–
60'pg. 11Gingko40–60'pg. 99Hackberry40–60'pg. 105Honey Locust40–60'pg. 205Horse-
chestnut40–60'pg. 209KentuckyCoffeetree40–60'pg. 207NorthernPin Oak40–60'pg. 153Norway
Maple40–60'pg. 145Paper Birch40–60'pg. 65Red Maple40–60'pg. 137Rock Elm40–60'pg.
47ShagbarkHickory40–60'pg. 189Swamp WhiteOak40–60'pg. 155White Ash40–60'pg.
171White Poplar40–60'pg. 147White Spruce40–60'pg. 3Black Maple40–70'pg. 141Quaking
Aspen40–70'pg. 53Tamarack40–70'pg. 29Red Pine40–80'pg. 23Weeping Willow40–80'pg.
77Green Ash50–60'pg. 173AmericanBasswood50–70'pg. 123Balsam Poplar50–70'pg.
59Bigtooth Aspen50–70'pg. 55Black-gum50–70'pg. 117Chinquapin Oak50–70'pg. 125Douglas-
fir50–70'pg. 15Northern RedOak50–70'pg. 161Norway Spruce50–70'pg. 9Ponderosa Pine50–
70'pg. 25Slippery Elm50–70'pg. 51Sugar Maple50–70'pg. 139Sweet Birch50–70'pg. 63White
Oak50–70'pg. 157Yellow Birch50–70'pg. 67Balsam Fir50–75'pg. 13Black Cherry50–75'pg.
97Black Walnut50–75'pg. 201NorthernCatalpa50–75'pg. 43Bur Oak50–80'pg.
163BitternutHickory50–100'pg. 185American Beech60–80'pg. 113Red Hickory
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Donna, “So far, so wonderful. Got this for my nephew. Went out together and easily identified our
first tree: a slippery elm.I have a ton of field guides for this or that or the other thing. Love the
structure and organization of this book. It's super easy to use. And small! A lot of reviewers give
ambiguous reviews about its size. It does fit in the back pocket of any man's pants of average
size. Most girls would need a small bag...or a man of average size to carry it :P”

Ebook Tops Reader, “VERY informational. Did not realize this was a pocket book. ah well.
Doesn't change my opinion on it. LOADED with info and pics”

AnnArborshopper, “Nice. Gave as a gift to a 4 yr old... he loved it!......a little disappointing that
the illustrations don't include tree shape”

carolinagirlinMI, “Helpful guide book. I enjoyed this book, still couldn't identify some trees, but
they may not be native.  Love these books, very helpful.”

James T. Courtney, “Great guide.. Very easy to follow the path to identifying the species. I wish it
were smaller but it’s crammed full of info.”

Connie Tacia, “Trees of Michigan Field Guide. I really liked this book!It is nice to look up different
trees!”

Amy Christensen, “Great book. Some interesting tree's in michigan.”

The book by Stan Tekiela has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 241 people have provided feedback.
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